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Catch Up

EQUIPMENT:
- 3 standard (6-sided) dice.
- 1 standard decks of (52) playing cards.
- 1 paper and pencil.
- 1 set of instructions.

INTRODUCTION:
Catch Up a dice game for two to four players.  The object of the 
game is to skillfully discard playing cards when catching up to a 
high dice roll.  The last player holding playing cards wins the 
game.

SET-UP:
Seat the players around the table, and place the dice on the table. 
Write the players' names across the top of a sheet of paper to 
record the dice rolls.

Give each player one complete suit (13) of playing cards.  (The 
Jack is worth 11 points, the Queen 12 points, and the King 13 
points.)

Each player in turn rolls the three dice, and the player with the 
highest roll becomes the starting player.  (If more than one 
player has the high roll, those players re-roll the dice.)

The starting player rolls the three dice to start the first round.
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PLAY:
Each player in turn moving clockwise around the table rolls the 
three dice.  Each player's roll is recorded on the sheet of paper.

Then each player calculates the difference between his or her 
roll and the high roll in that round.  The players who do not have 
the high roll must discard playing cards to “catch up” to the high 
roll.

If the high roll is 16 and you rolled 9, the difference is 7.  You 
could discard a Seven, or a Five and a Two to catch up exactly. 
Or you could discard a Ten if you don't have the card or cards to 
catch up exactly.  You must discard a card or cards that bring 
your total equal to or greater than the high roll.  All discarded 
cards are set aside.

After all players have caught up to the high roll, the players 
again roll the dice beginning with the high roller and moving 
clockwise around the table.

If a player runs out of playing cards, she or he continues rolling 
until the end of the game.

WINNING:
The last player to hold a playing card wins the game.

If all of the card-holding players run out of cards in the same 
round, the player with the highest roll in that round among those 
players wins the game. 

VARIATIONS:
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1. For a shorter game, use 2 dice and the playing cards from Ace 
through Ten.

2. If you do not have the card or cards to catch up exactly to a 
high roll, you can discard your highest card that is less that the 
high roll if you have one.

3. A player who throws three of a kind does not have to catch up 
in that round.
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